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Reviewer's report:

Very interesting paper and one which will have an important impact because it demonstrates not only important variation but the pattern of that variation across diagnoses. The clinical relevance and topicality is undoubted and not being an expert in the detailed methods, I have few comments. I assume that a health services researcher with experience of using HES data will also review.

Minor Essential Revisions

1. The authors make some reasonable points about the accuracy of HES data. However, many readers from an international audience may not be familiar with the data source and its strengths and limitations. I think the description of the possible flaws in HES analyses could go a little further. I agree that coding is better but it still has some way to go! Some codes are better than others primarily because certain diagnoses/procedures may still fit under more than one code. I don't see that any change to the methods or results is needed but a minor revision of the discussion would be helpful.

2. Some thought could be given to the headline findings. In one sentence, what is most important about these data? The current conclusion is a little wordy and doesn't quite bring this out.

Discretionary Revisions

Funnel plots really help to make the argument. Given this is an online open access journal, the authors could provide funnel plots on more of the diagnoses (not all). This will help others to disseminate the work in talks etc.
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